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INTRODUCTION.

1«
;.a^,,tk-^d....cession, of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop.ment was heldin Santiagr>(chile) from 13 April ^o 21 May 1972a Representatives
Pf3^AfricanJ5ta;fcesJoofe: part in the work of the: Conferenceo.
2c";;.' 2Tie first session; o;f;UiTCTAD' is widelyrthought to have laid down a number

of important new principles oh the basis of which detailed measures for a hew
international economic system could be worked outV These, measures could
-^have jbeen designed to change the system of international trade vfoich holds
Bo many di advantages for the developing-countries and to increase the flow of
iiarcernation^i financial assistance for the purpose'of accelerating t^e
'
economic - anc£'social, progress : of these countries0
3^
The; main-o>J9ctrve of the second session was ~to formulate and approve
a.,sjer3.es of specificy measures within the "basic framework :of a "brpad^trategyfor d4iteraa^iona3f;.developmento ^ThiB great olDjective was not achieved. There
were only, very few su"bj8cts in respect of which the second session-could>-agree
"^P°^ ^oh measures to,l>e implemented py the international coiiununxty9 Among
*
these, were the acpepta-nce in .principle- "by the deveJ^ed^counirrd.es of a general
ipd system of non-^ecipr^cal >and •non-diBcituxDjaatoiy preferences for exportsajiufacttired^and semi'-irt.any.factured products from devej.x>ping^-countxies#

4o
1'he two;first sessions of the Conference9 a6 we 11 as the discussions
/
within the continuing maehinscry- of UNCTAH have greatly advanced our under
standing, and awareness; of: development problems* It was therefore hoped that
the tfeird .session would translate, this understanding and this awareness, into
specific measures: and policies condemning trade2 aid and. other related matterse

5*

Before, the; third session a series of preparatory discussions .were held

both within UNCTAB and, among v^^ous groups' of "developed and developing coun-

tries;
JJie second
i^; JJe

Ministerial Meeting of the Group of jy]/ held at Lima

25Otl
t
^N
(Peru); from.25-OstolDer
to
^.November
1971 adopted the "Beclaration and Prihxjlples

6f the Action
Programme of Lima"* 2/
meeting was
was preceded
preceded by
by reg
regional
/ The Lima meting
ministeriaX meetings of the African^
Afi
Ai
d Latin
Lti American
A
Asian and
countries mem
of..the CJrcupof ,7T« , Tiie i.Afric&n approach to the issues cf the third
session .^as s^t. out 4;r. an A^ion.Programme adopted at the Second African

Ministerial Meeting held in Addis Ababa from 8 to 14 October I971* l] The Action

Programme was elaborated on the basis of preparatory recommendations adopted

by the Sixth- SCA/OAU Joint feting on Trade and Development 3 4/ the Second

Regular Meeting of the Association of African Central Banks $j and the
Mseting; of the. African; Group at -.the-1971 annual meetings of IBRD and IMP0 6/

1/ Consisting of 96 de'7eloping countries of AfricaP Asia9-Europe and Latin America,
14/545,
5/ E/CHo 34/536.
6/ E/cH

;
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ty given by the aeveiomr^ countries to their meetings

;

i

the

8c African treads contrasted with those in the two other developi
The gto«h of economic activity in Africa increased only
S

xhe First United Nations .BevBlopment Decade from .atet 4 ir

the fxrst, half of the i960, to about 4.5.^ cent duri^he seconHalf.

LlnfZ
?°ni ■ S™"* ™* ±hUS taMne place in ^vour 'of the more advanced
among .he developing countries, <?he African rates fell we]l short of the

miainnm target growth ra^e of 6 per cent established:by the iSernationaJ
Development Strategy. Since the.achievements of the iLediate past under

normal circumstances, are good indicators of wteat may happen in the M

future, th,Satuation;natu?ally haS grave implicatiL Z the

of thphAfwSrE mni^erif?- Mating had drawn attention to a number of features
°L!S. frX<^ ^°™™-es «*'* had-acted as a constraint on iheir economic .
(i)_Primary commodities constitutes 80 to 90 per cent of African exports^

Their range is severely limited, with nine' coamodities accounting "
for about four-fifths of Africa-s primary commodity exports. The rise
in African exports during the last decade has been mainly due to
expansion in the production of minerals,

As far as African exports

of ^riculwal products are concerned, difficulties have, with few

exceptions., been experienced in regard to prices and/or outlets-

4//4
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(ii)

Page 3.

Manufacturing s,ti 11 represents an insignificant share of .the GDP of

'most .African countries'compared with that of the developing countries
in Latin America and Asiao African industrialization strategies

'have so far been mostly based on import substitution*

For most

African countries9 exports ofvmanufacturnd and. semi-manufactured
goods have constituted only a small share of their total production
of manufactures^

(iii)

1 ' '" *

Developing Africa in addition to feeling the effect of the largely </

adverse trends in the volume of transfers of financial resources
to\developing countries^ suffered from a serious fall in the sha^e
of resources going to the region*
In constant prices $ the amount
of resources received at the end of the 1960s was probably not more
than four-fifths of what it was at the peak at the beginning of the
decade;

(iv)

*

.

.

Debt servicing has been one of the most disquieting features

of Africa's outflow of external resources*,
There has been a-stronger-rise in African countries1 debt service payments in the past few years
than in any other developing region;

(v)

In spite of the efforts of African countries to expand their merchant
marines j their share in the world merchant fleet has remained at the

very low level of 0*6 per cent9 while their share in international
seaborne trade amounted to 15,3 per cent of goods loaded, and 2^06 per
cent of goods unloaded*
Some shipping lines of developing African
countries have been admitted into liner conferences^ but they have
experienced difficulties in obtaining a sufficient number of sailings
and in obtaining high-rate paying cargoes*
They have not been

v

(vi)

admitted as members of way port conferences* Freight rates in African
trade have greatly increased in the recent past..
These increasae
have been arbitrary and unilateral. But even with such disturbingly
frequent freight rate increases? conferences serving African trade have
still not been able to ensure adequacy of shipping services;

Trade between African countries and the socialist countries of

Eastern Europe represented less than six per cent of total African
trade at the end of the I96OS0
There are a number of problems
of an administrative and institutional nature in addition to those
caused by existing trade policiesc
Such problems arise main.Ty out of

differences in economic systems to which solutions should be actively
sought if the existing trade potential is to be explored;

(vii)

A major problem facing African countries has been the limited relevance

of the development of science and technology in the developed world '
to the problems facing African countries9 in particular problems
"bearing upon the transformation of the socio-economic structures in

Africa;

E/CE.14/WP.1/48
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(viii)

•'

;

.,.

I

Most African economies are characterized by ain extreme openness and

their prablsms are typical of a small country closely tied to a major
power in the trade and monetary fields "by institutions and "by history*,
The adjustments taking place in the world monetary and trade system
maytherefore^auBe ^reat difficulties in the management of African
economies*

10« This was the framework within which African countries approached the issues
with which the third ponfere'nbe/was/seized.'ViTKe following jq^es^nts-in outline
the results of the Conferehce -on 'at number ofissues of interest to African
countries.

:'

■■

'

'■■■'■■■ \

y

'

•■;-!;/-

-■■"

, .-•

"'■■ ':::''r ■■■:> v:':-^-■ ■-■'■ ;:^

•

'j "}r-".'i.-"r

"■■•.

.■-...■:■■:;■-::

\.-"'-v£

* J/"

*
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II.

TRADE

Commodity problems and policies

^*stfs?is: ^r^™
13. ^Secondly, during the; period, that elapsed-

since

at UNCTAD III j
go^d lhat ,heW**^g^^gS^Si"

Aobesa! to market a atifl

^^^^^
eai>ly iM thede^e on this

that < the re existed

E/CH.14/WP.1/48
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in fact, so fundamental that the latter found it impossible to work on the

Sf+V 2hZ ^P»Posed by the Group of 77, and tabled their own draft.

That draft basically expressed the support of the developed market economy
countries for Resolution 73(X) of the Trade and Development Board, whereas

*b£ XnttTiTieS ff"^ mCTM> ZI1 °^red an opportunity to go much further

Wor
ShTS^aV^ V*1°^.as ifc stood» fel1 far •*«* of their requirements.
as for the socialist countries of Eastern Europe.* they indicated their wiilxngness to conclude more long-term agreements and contracts with developing

countries in respect of their commodities.

°Pin6

Hi- A comPromise resolution- was finally arrived at after protracted consul-

-3<™^f°Pted alm°St at thS endd °fthetheseventh
c^rence.
The SecretarySJS3<^f°Pted
, of_UNGTAD was requested tto.thconvene
session of the Committee
on. Commodities as a-special session "for the purpose of organizingg intensive

and JSups Sf commies

SS^-— S +f

UPtt aS migM
of ad
ad hoc
hoc consultative
consultative
g *e aPPropriatee
PPropriatee of
Teahi
t and significant results on trade
ffwfi- +
fm °ff TeachinS
concrete
liberalization and pricing policy early in 1970,"
.

Sthfr^r
?77
to the Group of 77

^6 devel°Ped °<»*rtriee deemed it possible to come

proposal that called for the holding of "a round of in- '
tensive intergovernmental consultations to be undertaken not later than 31
December 1972 on primary commodities of special export interest to developing

?S ITle^°Se Vf^Cipal ^^oUve should be to provide tangible and early^ '

trade benefits^in favour of all developing countries", and for the establish^t? ^J*301al f-chinery in order to organize the round of consultations for

the setting-up of^such adjioc consultative groups on selected commodities or
groups^of commodities as might be appropriate, and referred to the need to set
up market-sharing arrangements? as appropriate. It should also be noted that
there is no mention in the so-called "compromise" resolution of a host of

°^eJ. pr?P°sa^ made yv the developing countries. Many of these wereccrigxnam
conceived+by African countries regarding, inter alia, the flexibility to bT^

given to the Secretary-General of OTCTAD to convene intergovernmental consul
tations on commoduty matters, the adoption of a General Agreement on Commodity

Arrangements, and, the need to hold a "commodity round" with a view to """^
remedying the deterioration of the terms of trade of developing countries.

on™!^
Hr T
w4iat ext^* ^t special session of the Committee
on commodities will produce any significant.results9 in view of the fact that

the prevailing impressicu up to the time the. resolution was passed was that -

™d ri^f+ri6SiTld ^e weH-^ised to put their hopes in the next

; '

round of multilateral trade negotiations to be held in the framework of GATT. .

19.

It therefore appears more necessary than ever that developing African '

inss* They
They should
should take
ta
^ SGS4 I ^ S!^!^68 fullyy f°r b°th ^inss*
tl

2tl

Meeting
On Trade
and development,
not
f§y in JoiB*
respect
Qf theee
negotiation
^: ^ to

B* Meeti

Td

d

l

^in depth_the most practical and.effective waysand means of putting

across African viewpoints on the various sensitive issues to be discussed^

4//4
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20» With, i?eeppct to the stabilization of commodity prices- and! more Especially the
Tole Qf IBRDg ^ resolution was adopted at th4 initiative of Africanv: countries«
This resolution laid emphasis on the "assistance that should be provided by
IBRI) to-.facilitate ;the conclusidhMf arrangements and agreements for stabilizing
the prices of certain cornmoditieSj, as well as on the fact that the World Bank
Group should in general^ make price stabilization en objective of its loan r
pplipieso: Jt also .requested , that-IBRD ajid its branches should ."act in close ■ "•
cp-^p^Tatipn with 1Mb1 in financirig'the establishment of stocks of commodities ,
andrdiversification programme sflc

: )r . :

" ;

; ■

'

^

/

21* This, represents a- step forward as /far as the/financing of commodity pripe
stabilization is ooneeriae4« It remains to be seerv however^ to what extent
>
and in what manner these recommendations will be impiementedg^ in the face of,.

f 1*etP^ip^Qv:opposition on the part not only of a number of de^lope4 market"

.'

economy;, countries who. voted against: the resolution,, buC^lso of! a number••' of c,'v
dev©loi4ng: countries^ mainly from Asia? whb ware less' thaii happy over certain
of its provisions © t African couirtries^ through their representatives at the
financial institutions concerned9will have to see to it that the objectives of

the resolution are taken into account in the relevant day-do-day operations of
these institutionso
,

i

.

.

■

■

-■;:•'■■■' r •■-•■- :C ■:■:-

22* On the initiative of African countries? supported by other developing
...;■
countriesr.the.Conference unanimously adopted a resolution on cocaa*' This ; ,1

requested the Secretary-General of UNCTAD tb' convene the second part of

the

Cocoa Conferenpe with a view to concluding an International Cocoa Agreement /
before,the. end of 1972* The resolution further requested, "participating
T
governments to make the second and'concluding part of the Conferenoe a pleni- ;
potentiary Conference to give maximum possibility for the successful formula- .!,
tion of an Intsrnational Cocoa Agreement fV African delegations attached considerable impprtanpe to the last provision, which initially met with great
opposition on the part of developed market economies, . As'a^ result of this
visiqn.^i^-inay'Ae-'e.aaierto reach agreement at the second .part of the Cocoa

Conference.*,.

\ ■:

,-.-:"/-.

,■•■:•■■.■.•..■,.

.■;■

Competitiveness - of natural •products

>■ :

-■

. '

■

.

v .;

■

■•:/:" •

:'''N

:'-;/:'. "'~

;

"--

;

,'..'.,*. ^

23* :As regards,the competitiveness of natural produces facing competition from
synthetipsiandsubstiJr^
subject ;b? major interest to a considerable number
of African;countriesc the resolution adopted by the Conference.contained some,
general/guidelines on how best responsible agencies of the United Nations and^
to .a^mucii more limited extent $. the developed countries could assist developing
countries in tfeat ;respectc These agencies were requested to assist in a
flexible manner in improving the competitiveness of such products (i»e, natoral
products facing competition from synthetics) Ifthrough financial and technical
assistance including assistance in export development?f* More specifically^ the Cpnsiiltai;iye Group on Agricultural Research sponsored; jointly'by IBRDf:-'
v"
PAO arid IM)P wa.s requested "to give urgent consideration to the need for assis
tance to research designed to improve the competitiveness of natural raw

E/CN.14/WP.1/48
". OAU/TRAD/47
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S

S^

Processing and end-use research as well ^production

^l.? Besides, the attention of the United Nations-Conference on Se
Environment was drawn to the pollution problems.-that might arise

and too appropriate regional and international institutions, to supp^f(i)
national, multinational, sub-regional and regional research'sad development
^3^ ,ff ^ere'^i=/o developing countries facing-competition from synthetics
^substitutes and ,(ii) trade promotion, and marketing of natural t>rodSts %
developing countries. ...However, it is noteworthy that the request made ty

representatives of the Group of 77, and strongly supported,byVican delegates,

that ueveioped countries, should not encourage the production of synthetics^ • °*

met with outright opposition on the part of representatives of both developed
market economy, and socialist, countries vrho stated that "they could not accept
the suggestion that the production of synthetics should be discouraged",
;
Diversification

.

.

Jig countries whose export products face competition from
synthetics and substitutes are often among those that stand in greatest need

of diversification.,

As it isB many African countries are faced with what

-"

has been: described, as "the most serious and most urgent of the various Hypes' '
of dav-ersixication problems with which developing countries can be faced-'V '
i<,e, heavy dependence on exports of one or more commodities for which the;World

market situation, and. prospects are unfavourable", 1/

Out Of a list of

13

selected developing countries and territories heavily dependent ond single
■'
export commo.di.t3r. (excluding patroleum), whose value as a proportion of their total exports and GDP in 1969 ranged respectively from25 to 66 per cent and
bZ %o 10 per cents not less than 10 were in the African regiono 2/

26o

:

■

This gives a measure of the urgency of the need felt with resect to

diversification in the region and of.the interest which African■countries were"oound to take in the discussion of this issue at OTCTAB III. . The resolution

™«Ce'me °Ut °f th3 debwfc« on this i^sue revested the Secretary-General of :
OTCTAB to carry out a number of studies, regarding, inter alia, the creation-

a_fUnx i9r

suPP°'rt of national programmes for the diversification of

exports to be constituted with additional financial resources for development■*
It also urged developed countries-, as well as international financial institu
tions ■, to 'support diversification func3.s» It is important -so no-oe^ however,
•

1/ "Problems of Ccianodity Diversification in Developing Couatries" (TD/119)»

4//4
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that many developed countries abstained or voted against the resolution*

These

countries generally recognized the need for some kind of harmonization of ,
national diversification programmes g in which inter-agency consultations 3
especially among OTCTADp FAO and international commodity bodies^, would have

an important part -to play,*

However^ many disapproved of the suggestion that

they should improve access to their markets for primary semi-processed and
manufactured products or adopt an adequate price policy as one way of assisting
developing countries to diversify their export structures to an appreciable'
extent; arid many more were opposed to the idea of the setting up of a fund for the support of national programmes for the diversification of exports.
The last position is to be regretted all the more since the majority of African
countries will no doubt find it extremely difficulty in view of their present
financial constraints^ to establish any such programmes if they cannot be assured
that th&ir own national efforts in this respect will-be mipplemented to some
extent by external assistance*

Marketing and distribution systems of primary commodities

27*

The question relating to marketing and distribution ^ysirema is tmethat has

been of great concern to African countries for. a long time.

It is only

recently, however9 that it has been receiving due prominence in the delibera
tions of IMCTAD and its permanent machinery* African countries, whose excessive
reliance on income from commodity exports is. familiar to all-, are, of all
developing countries, perhaps those that are most interested in making sure
that a fair share of the final price paid by consumers for their primary
commodities will accrue to theme To this end$ a first step would be the
preparation of studies on the entire price spectrum resulting from present
international marketing and distribution systems© Since the secretariat of
UNCTU) was already carrying out a study of that kind with respect to oocsm,
V
it had been hoped that developed countries would not be opposed to having the
seoretariat make similar investigations regarding other commodities*

28e

With respect to the study on cocoa<> representatives of developing coun

tries maintained that the study should cover not only the storage and processing
of cocoa in the producing countries9 but also,, as was to be the case for other
commodities to be examined by the secretariat, the marketing and distribution
systems of the socialist countries as -well as those of developed market

economiesc. It was also important to examiner in the framework of such studies^

the role played by multinational corporations :ul world primary commodity
markets and the influence of commodity exchanges on commodity prices*

29.

Socialist countries expressed support for this series of studies, while

pointing out s however^ thatr in their view a study of the internal systems
of marketing and price formation in the socialist countries would serve no
- •'
useful purposeP due to the special features of their economic systems^ As for
representatives of developed.market economy countries, they stated that they
were not in a position to give any mandate to the secretariat to extend its

//
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studiesto other conaKvdiMe& "\\ntili&e current study on cocoa had "been completed
and examined carefully by their governments". They also stressed that the :
study on cocoa should cover the entire chain of distribution from producer
to consumer9 whether in market economies or in socialist countries*

30* A resolution on marketing and distribution systems that incorporated
the main ideas expressed by developing countries,, was finally adopted by the
Conference8 over the opposition of many developed market economy countries,

'

Sra4e_ in Manufactures

3Xo Quite a large number cfrenrc&ji:!ions submitted on behalf of the Group of 77
were adopted by the Conferon^e in respect of this itemo And,, contrary to what
happened with regard to commodities-, many of them were adopted unanimously,
though with some major modifications in some instancesc

32o

Among the resorl^nioTi^ that met with the agreement of all groups are those

on adjustment assistance measures9 restrictive business practices and inter

national stib-contractingc

33«

The fact that it has been possible to adopt these resolutions with the

support of the developed countries indicates a certain willingness on their
part to move ahead with regard to the requests made by the Group of TJ9 and thus
represents a positive step.
It should not be forgotten* however^ that "the

majority df African countries dc not stand to gain much'in the immediate

future from the implementation of most of these resolutions^ in view of their
low levels of industrialization,

34* Apart from the resolution regarding the liberalization of non-tariff
barriers that gavs the Secretary-Gene:ral of TJNCTAD and the Committee on Manu
factures a new mandate in that field^ there seems to be only one resolution
which can be of more or less immediate interest tc a large number of African
countries^ that on preferences* As part of that resolution^ it was decided
to establish the Speoi.al Committee on Preferences as a permanent committee
within OTCTADa It wan also agreed to have the Special Committee on Preferences

"convened as soon as possible in 1972 or 197.3 tc conduct consultations which
may leadff inter alia? to impro\ring the system in accordance with the Agreed
Conclusions and in particular Section VIII of these Conclusions". All pre
ference-giving countries were also urged to "take fully into account Chapter V."
of the Agreed Conclusions of the Special Committee on Preferences relating
to the least developed among the developing countries**'1

35o African countries should participate actively jn the work of the Special
Committee with a view to having the various schemes amended xm the basis
of the various suggestions that were made to that end by the African Ministerial
Meeting Preparatory to OTCTAD Til, so that their interests would receive
greater consideration than has hitherto been the case*

^/4
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Trade with socialist countries of .eastern

36*

With respect to this item& the African Ministerial Meeting Preparatory

to UNCTAE III had decided that African countries should aim at two main
objectives at the Santiago Conference:

(i)

,-/*

', .

, •,

To secure commitments as specific as possible on the steps that.
should "be taken to implement the policy objectives outlined in

resolution 15(11)5

(ii)

; ■"■"■

Tq estaMlsh a firm aad d^

:;-. ' " of t&oere commitments«

'

,.'.,.

•■

.

' " ..''

.•-"' '.

. ■ ■"."'■.',""■■<

In pursuance of these object ives 5 socialist countries of Eastern.Europe

were reqeusted to take a series of measures«

37*

. ."."

'/.-.

.■'..'.,'.'.

The measures suggestedby the African Ministerial' Meeting had been largely '

approved by the Group of 77 at Lima, and were accordingly strongly supported 117

their spokesmen at Santiago,,

Representatives of socialist countries of Eastern

Europe at the Conference stressed,, however, the need for an "integrated
approach to the problems of trade and economic relations between the socialist
countries of Eastern Europe and the developing cquntrids," It was made clear :
that this approach would depend on "mutual co-operation'1 between these two
groups of countries. The representatives of the socialist countries of Eastern
Europe felt that2 in the past& some developing countries had not made sufficient
effort to import goods from the socialist countries of Eastern Europe, or did
not give, in all cases'9 the same treatment to imports from the latter, ■ The im
plication was to be that for socialist countries to be able' to import more from

developing countries9 the latter wmld have to buy more from thenu

38«

They also emphasized that, in their view, "the economic development of the

developing countries and the acceleration of economic and social progress
throughout the world, call for a further expansion and strengthening of economic

relationships between the socialist countries of Eastern Europe and the

developing. States, and also between the developed market economy countries

and .the socialist countries cf Eastern Europe.'*

*

In other words, trade expansion

between.socialist countries of Eastem Ehirope and developing countries coSd

notpin their view, be considered separately from East-West trade expansion*

39^ With these provisos, the socialist countries of Eastern Europe stated
™? + f^^° con^me t0 implement the i^cnmna^
in.
■
resolution 15(II;5 as they maintained they had, in fact, been doing since that

resolu^on wa^ adopted. The resolution that was finally adored ^ the third
Conference with respectio this item, apart from reflecting the above, proviso^

appeared basically to be a mere detailed version of resolution I5(li); As for
the establishment of a firm md definite time-table for the implementation

/4/
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Expo rt

46c

pro mot ion

Of all the items discussed at the Conference*, this was doubtless among

the least zm&xmfeTmjxl* This was due in part to the nature of the subject matterp
"but also to the fact thats over the last few years 3 developed market economy'
countries had shown an increasing willingness to give financial and other
support to developing countries in this field perhaps as they had found it
difficult to give way on more sensitive issueso
...

41 o All this accounted no doubt for the relatively smooth passage of the
resolution on export promotion* From the standpoint of African countries, one of
the most interesting provisions was the one requesting "developed countries
and the international organizations concerned to continue to lend their technical
and financial support to the work of regional<, sub-regional and national trade
promotion centres in order to enable them in co-operation with other agencies^
to collect and disseminate coimercial information on a continuing basis9 and:to

supplement the export efforts of developing countries to promote trade with
developed countries arid among themselves11 o Another Important provision which
might be helpful to African countries^ in view, of their current constraints
with respect to export financing ? was the • one whereby "developed countries
and international financial organisationst including regional development

bankst recognizing the need for developing countries to improve their export
financing facilities'1 were requested "to give active consideration to means
to bring about such an improvementc
'

■ ■

.

•

.

.

■ ■

■

■ y

. -;

.',■''.

t\2*
African-countries--should see to. it that such help has beensgreed to in
principle in that resolution will be effectively forthcoming to strengthen
both their national trade promotion centres end their regional one9 i$e« the
Africa

Trade Centre*

'■.■•..'■-.;
439

Multilateral trade negotiations

■

.

-

The Smithsonian Agreement of December ,1971 on currency realignment envisaged

that the agreement should be followed by multilateral trade negotiations#
February 1972:? the USA- EEC and Japan agreed to hold a new round of trade
negotiations within GATT. starting in 19J3«
'.Developing countries in GATT
had in general welcomed this development*

-But before committing themselves

to take part? they wished to have a clearer view of their own role in the
negotiations*

In

'

The experience.-of-the "Kennedy Round had demonstrated that

unless adequate conditions were established so that the participation of
the developing countries in the negotiations could be beneficial5 they would reap
only residual a,nd marginal benefits from them and might once more be faced
with decisions over which they have had very little, influence&

44c
The forthcoming negotiations9 which are intended to cover agricultural as
well as industrial trade9 ecuId offer real, prospects for improving the export
>
opportunities of developing countries if particular attention would be paid
to their problems.:-.
No outcome could however be regarded as satisfactory
from the point of view of African countries if. it did not include suitable

4//4
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arrangements for primary -commodities.

It would also "be of the highest

importance to reach agreements on the future of world trade in products subject
to quantitative restrictions, many of which affect a large percentage of
African countries♦ The developing countries at the third session of IMCTAD
therefore exerted great pressure with a view to ensuring that the negotiations
would,not merely /be an exchange of concessions among developed countries with
emphasis on commodities of special interest to them and subject to conditions
and

modalities suited to their interests,

'

45. The resolution adopted,, without a vote, by the third Conference on the
multilateral trade negotiations may turn out to have a great importance5
although the prinoipies which the developing countries would have lilced to '
see enumerated,, only appeared in it as views put forward by the developing

/

N
"

countries themselves. But the resolution clearly recognized that any general
settlement of international trade problems should take into accountt in
particular, the trade of developing countries, and it contained provisions
aimed at assisting developing countries to participate ful2y5 effectively '
and continuously in the preparations for the negotiations as well as1 in all
stages of the negotiations.
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III, FINANCE
Volume of aid

46.

The volume of aid was one of the first casualties of the present

monetary crisis, as it had been at other instances when developed countries
reduced their aid programmes as a means of resolving their balance of pay
ments crises. This had probably been one. of the factors underlying the °
failure of developed countries as a group to meet their aid commitments.,,
47.
Although the one per cent target for the flow of-resources to
developing countries had been an, accepted international objective since ?
the General Assembly adopted its resolution 1522(XV) in i960, the donor
countries as a ;group were further away from achieving that objective at
the end of the 1960s than they were at the outset. The ratio of the total

of net flows from DAC member countries to their gross national product
declined from Oo75 per cent during the early part of the 1960s to'0.70
per cent in I969 and Oo71 per cent in 1970.
'

480

As official flows are virtually the only resources supplied

primarily for purposes of development on more or less concessional terms,
particular importance is naturally attached to official development
assistance. The global one per cent target includes both public and
private flows, such as private foreign investment and export credits0
Private foreign investment is undertaken in expectation of a rate of
return, while export credits are designed to promote the exports of
developed countries rather than to assist in the development of developing countries.

It was in the light of these considerations that the

International Development Strategy established the 0.7 per cent target

'

for official development assistance,

4?1.

°nly Bel£iura> Netherlands, Norway and Sweden have accented the

official development assistance target, while all other DAC members

have entered reservations in the International Development Strategy
either with respect to the target itself or with respect to the date
of its achievement. Official development assistance from all DAC
member countries amounted in 1970 to only one third of one per cent
of their combined gross national products.

50o
Against this background a primary concern of the developing
countries at the third session of the Conference was to secure a broader
acceptance of the targets set out in the International Development

btrategy. This objective was clearly embodied in the Lima Declaration
and incorporated in the draft presented by the developing countries on
the subject. It was hoped that the Conference would achieve some sub

stantial progress in this area.

/
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51.

While being concerned about the total flow-of resources to develop-,

ing countries, African countries also paid^serious attention to its
geographical allocation. The share of .Africa in total official net flow

of resources.from developed market economy countries and multilateral

agencies declined,from 27 per .cent during the first half of the 1960s

*

to- 22 per cent during ^the second half of! the decade. During the last
decade aid,to. Africa also fluctuated to % greater extent than aid to'
other regions.-, ^African endeavour at UNCTAD TH therefore also * aimed

at securing a greater stability in the flow of aid to the regioho ;;'. ■' ;
52*
!Ple: .^iUitS; :O^iiii^ ai; 'the" third; Conference'ixl this ^ariawer
disappointing. In spite of the fact that the final resolution was a

compromise text agreed after long and strenuous negotiationsi it had

to bevoted upon., Twelve delegations, among them the; representative" of
major dpnor countries,-abstained, 'The:resolution as adopted*mio-ht even

represent a regression from the undertaking set out in'fee International

Development.Strategy that "each economically advanced 'country should

endeavour to provide ■by I972 annually.^...... financial resource - ' '
transfers, to.a minimum,net amount of 1 per cent"0 The resolution
adopted at UNCTAD, III referrMto^the date only impl^
4

53o

Insofar as official development assistance was concerned,

no

improvement was made onHbhe International Development Strategy.

The

'

text finally adopted repeats the undertaking set out in the Strategy

with a number, of reservations; made .b^ developed countries.'' " ;. „

54.

Some progress was^made in respect ,'of the; longstanding .demand

'

by developing countries that they should ;be offered a firm basis for

effective planning of their Resource availabilities.

A r^cbmmendlation

was adopted-to the effect; that the governments of the ecbnomicaily
advanced countries should take necessary Measures' to ensure' the con

tinuity of their official ^assistance through multi%ea^ ;bro^ainmingo.,

55*

■

. ■ ■

;

,■• :.-.-\:,"-

r: o■'■"■•.':'s

•

■ ■'■':*r

■ ^"""' :

.'-'■■'■'*' '-'■'■'•

:-

'■•■

'

■■

•■■''•

Ee^veloping .countries had for a:l6n^ time; consider^ !that the one "'"

per cent .target should be redefined so that flowsJ which

were effected

principally or, solelyoln^ the interests ofTdevelopment could be given"
separate consideration. In their draft resolution they'accordingly

proposed that the target "should not include components distinct from

assistance, vsuch as, direct private ,investment a^d suppliers
purchasers V credits and that it should be1 met of reverse flows of ' "' '"

interest". .This, could not be accepted^ ^ the developed countries, V"
The resolution as adopted instructed the'Trade and Development Board
to prepare to,hold discussions on present aid concepts/ in the mid- ' ^
term review of the Second Development'Decade Strategy♦ ;i" "
"' ■ '■'"'•'*

'
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56.

-I '

Terms and conditions

. ,,

....

Therejis mounting evidence that the debt problems of African

"

countries ..will assume more serious dimensions'in the Second United Rations
International! Development Decade than they,had in the J*irst Decade. Debt
service payments by African countries increased by an annual rate of 28

per cent during the last years of the 1960s.

No other developing region

registered ajrise of such magnitude. Since heavy borrowing is a more
recent phenomenon in Africa than in the other regions, the African °rowth
of debt servicing can be .expected, to be faster, also in the 1970s. "°

57.
The dejbt servicing problems have arisen primarily out of continuing unfavourable terms and conditions of financial inflows. There

"

for^measureSj; aimed at reducing the problem in the long run must consist
m the main,, pf adjusting these terms. African countries in their

Mnistenal Meeting consequently set what they considered the minimum

objective, namely, that all developed countries should immediately
implement at least the target they had set themselves in the 1969
Supplement toi the I.965 DAC recommendation on Financial Terms and : '

'

Conditions, and that the Conference should accept a timetable for the
goals suggested in decision 29-(ll) of the.Second Conference; These
African demands were incorporated in the Lima Declaration.

+?*+ * Thf Inifcernational Development Strategy contains ah"undertaking ;

that developed countries would consider the suggestions made in decision
\ I It
a!view *° attaining positive and substantive' results By the

~* °i the^9!°S- +Co^^quently, any progress at. the third session of

UNCTAD would have, to be measured in terms of a more general acceptance
of the suggestions made in decision 29(ll)o

resolution adopted by UNCTAD III may, to

By that standard, the

a certain extent, be consi

derea a regression from the International Development Strategy in so far

as it does not even indicate, however vague, a target date.

On the

other hand, it invites each .developed country to increase its proportion
of grants in,total assistance to the 1970 DAC average of 63 per cent

not later than 1975-

This proportion is still far below the M ver

cent suggested in decision 29(ll).

...

,

":

II' « M±d/T^ Iiiultilatera]- agencies "is playing an increasing role in

the flowof external resources to Africa. A softening in the terms of
lenaing to African.countries could therefore be obtained by a more
"favourable" b;lend of IDA and Bank-funds going to Africa. Only one'
fourth of IDA jfunds go to. Africa at present compared with more than

70 per cent for the developing countries of Asia. The African
Ministerial Meeting therefore recommended that the World Bank Group

should apportion their loans in such a way that Africa would receive
a larger proportion than hitherto of the resources of IDA. This demand

was not fully met in the resolution adopted at UNCTAD III, but oartial

satisfaction was obtained by an invitation to IDA to continue to adapt

'

'
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its lending policies -to the economic circumstances and characteristics

ot individualdeveloping countries, and to increase its financial support
to the least developed among.them-.
. ■ . .
/
' .■■■■•■■■.•■' ""

60. +While^an effective aid package must comtine capital and technical

assistance of the right kind, one overriding priority can be singled
out i-or African countries: technical assistance, African countries havV

therefore^attached the greatest importance to the new initiatives taken ,
recently to strengthen the United Nations technical assistance erograHnnes.
In particular, concern has been expressed about the method of calculation

% ??tlire Planning Figures, which may lead to a downward revision
o; easting project commitments in some African countries. The African
torterial meetin|1;herefore requested;that the Administrator of TOP
snouldMjust them's fOr African countries to ensure that they corres-

ponaed more closely to. their needs and capacities.

As a result

the

third conference invited the Governing Qouncil of UtJDP to adjust, where :

neoessa^ the IPF> of the least developed countries and of newly inde-

nSSnt'■£*%

/ WlTf laCk °f m ade<^ate administrative structure

.

prevented them from,taking proper advantage of the programme assistance.,
■'■■■■.

61.

;

■■•■-■ Supplementary financing

... .' ,

,..:,'

Supplementary financial measures designed to protect the develop

ment plans of developing- countries against disruptive csnsequeHces of export

!+°rr 2tlsxhave been ^dsr intensive discussion within UNCTAD since 1964
+* I- I* SeSSi°n *he Conferen^ adopted a recommendation setting forth
the objectives and principles of a scheme of supplementary financial

'

measures and invited the World Bank to study the feasibility of the schema

The report of the World Bank was examined ? an intergoveSenL gro£

ancc by various UNCTAD bodies. The Conference at its second session
.
reafiirmed the objective of its previous recommendation. In 1970 W
Trad© and Development Board was informed;by the President of the Vorld
Bank that owing to the very limited support among potential donors for
additional contributions for supplementary finance, the Bank had decided •
to defer consideration of a scheme.

62.

*

.

*

--

A scheme for supplementary finance would differ in important respects

iroa vne already, existuvs..compensatory, finanding facility of IMP

■ The

purpose of a supplementary finance scheme would be to protect the integrity

%Jf£ devel?Pment Programmes of developing countries by sustaining their

import capacity m cases where export shortfalls should tend to disrupt
these programmes. The compensatory financing facility, on the other hand
is designed to smooth out: fluctuations in export earnings around a
'

!55m
* \ ^rther».file s*™ drawn under the compensatory financing
facility hawto be repaid within three to five years, loans under a
supplementary financing scheme would be long-term and, in most cases,

.
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63.

■

African countries, whose export earnings are subject to a higher

than average.degree of instability, should have a particular interest in
the early implementation of a scheme. Export shortfalls are also lively
to increase in number as a result of the slackening in the growth of"

world trade in primary commodities.

The African Ministerial Meeting

consequently [recommended that the developed countries should accept the
establishment of a time target for the introduction of supplemental
financial measures and the provision of additional development finaace

not that purpose.-

64.

.

■

. ■ *

,'.■'"■

The resolution adopted by the third session of the Conference

renews its invitation to the IBRD to work out ...... detailed arrange
ments for a spheme of supplementary finance ....... and for the means

of its implementation" and invited the IBRD "to explore possibilities

of adequate financial support for these arrangements," The future
development ijn this area is now dependent upon whether the developing

countries through their Executive Directors could make IBRD
its decision not to carry out further studies.

reconsider

This could assist in

breaking the vicious circle whereby, on.the one hand, resources were
not made available owing to the absence of a concrete scheme and an
estimate of its cost, while on the other hand no scheme was worked
out because no resources had been offered.

:

65.

The international monetary situation

The third session of the Conference met under the shadow of a

serious crisis? in the world trade and monetary system. One of the
consequences of the crisis was the damage which it did to the inter-

?ational coloration system that had been superimposed upon the
Brecon Woodsj;arrangement during the 1960s. A number of-great powers
started a complete reassessment of their.economic relationships, while
the developing countries saw themselves more than ever condemned to "
the role of impotent victims of a crisis which they had not caused.

6<y.

When the Conference started it was recognized that the future of

the world's economic well-being was going to depend to a significant
ex-cent upon 1j;he efforts that were being deployed to create a new and
more durable system. The crisis encompassed the entire range of inter
national trade;; and finance. A pnary
preliminary agreement on a new pattern

of oificial exchange
rates had
had been
bee reached
hd among the
th Group of Ten on
exchange rates
10 December 1^,1, and new trade negotiations were initiated by the
same countries. The developing countries did not participate in th»
negotiations leading up to these agreements although they were
q,£iqcxqol

67.^

oy

"fcienu

An important concern of the developing countries at the third'

Comerence was! therefore to obtain more effective representation of
developing countries both in the decision-making process in the field
of international monetary reform and in the implementation of thesp

■<&.
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decisions?.

The Conference agreed to setting-up a Committee of Twenty

of the Board of Governors of the International Monetary Fund to advise

the Board^on issues related to the reform of the international monetary

system. The representation of developing countries on this Committee
should not be less than that which exists on the Executive Board, i, e

nine representatives.

The Conference cf>uld, however, not agree on a

recommendation that the changes in the monetary system should take into
consideration particularly the interests of the developing countries.
Neither could it accept a recommendation that the whole international
community should fully participate in the process of decision-making.
i.his means that no arrangements could be envisaged that would permit"

.the socialist countries to participate in the decision-making process,

68.

Tli© developing countries at the Conference also devoted oqrosid-

erable attention to the close connexion?between the problems that have

arisen in international trade and those M=hat have arisen in

the international monetary system.

They.emphasized that any settlement

of current international economic issues would have to involvea series
of decisions in both the trade and monetary fields. They pointed out
that ways and means.would have to be found which would make it possible
to consider the relationship between them in the course of the negotia
tions that would take place. It was obvious that they could not be
examined exclusively in either HP, GATT or OTCTAD.

In their draft'

resolution they accordingly proposed the establishment of consultative

arrangements among the three agencies to facilitate a coherent and

lasting solution to these interrelated problems. Such arrangements
could not be accepted by the developed countries, and the resolution
as adopted simply requests the heads of the three agencies to consult
together. It should be recognized that no special authorization from

the third Conference was really needed for that purpose.

til
in+ii?!!
ii*?!! T
Tb6r f iSSU6SS ariSe ±n connexi°n «* any reform of
the international monetary system. The African Ministerial Meeting

listed as one of the most fundamental the question of making provision
for development, m a manner that was lacking in the old system, by
promoting a transfer of resources, at least in the amounts'provided
for in the International Development Strategy. In particular, the
Meeting recommended that
the creation
creation of
of aa link
link between
between SDRs
SDRs and
and
a the

JS5 rTH
TH res°urces for financing development should
hld bbe made
d an integral
part of the international monetary system.

The possibility of establish-

Z Zll W ooncerned
^ SteSdily
eSdily b6en Saining S™™* ln the mi»ds of thos
those
d with the problem since it was first suggested
tWff
ln 1965'forThe
session
of UNCTAD
could
therefore f
haveSTrt
been £"*
the occasion
the third
developed
countries
to agree

S
of sSLlei?
SDRs fell r
due

,o?,thi« llnk Wh6n the SeCOnd round of allocation

in 1973. However, all that the Conference could do
was to request that the International Monetary Fund continue to
STJuciy tne problem.
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70.

The Adjustments that have taken place,

are to take place, in the

world monetary system may cause great difficulties in the management
of African economies*
The impact may largely be felt through a change

in the purchasing

power of their reserves, changes in their terms'of

trade, and in the burden of debt,servicing.

Calculations made by the
ECA secretariat indicate that the dollar value of African debt servicing

increased b^: more than 500 million, as a result of the December 1971

Agreement on new currency rates,

while the purchasing power of currency

reserves of[African countries declined by more than 100 million dollars.

No estimate j;is possible at this stage of the impact on African countries'
terms of trade, but in view of the fact that the export prices of a large
number of Affrican countries are probably fixed in dollars, while their
imports are jpaid for in appreciated currencies, the immediate effect
will be a deterioration in the terms of trade *

In the light of these

considerations African countries at,the Conference submitted a draft
resolution, ;with the support of the developing countries as a group,

on compensation for losses occasioned by the realignment of major
currencies* i The resolution was adopted with 10 major developed countries
voting agairist it and 14 abstentions.
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X ^^^^^ :th« Conference adopted resolution24(il)!' *
*^ countries in international '

ninth

of the Trade and

for fthe least, developed co

?

of UNCTAD. At L end d
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—- *

^ti

ydeliterations it had

tefore it a comprehensive^

^ Secreta^-General
*oa* ^solutions on the
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75«
The final compromise resolution did not go as far as either the Lima
Declaration or the action programme suggested "by the UNCTAD secretariat.
In
the final negotiations developing countries had to abandon their request for
a special fund for the least developed countries in exchange for a recom
mendation to ECOSOC to study the desirability and feasibility of establishing

such a funds and a recommendation to IMDP to study the; feasibility of usingV
theUnited Na|ions -CapitalDevelopment Fund first and foremost for the least

developed Qouittiesc.

The :responsibility of ensuring 5 on behalf of

thevi;:

African region^ that agreed proposals in this field will emerge now rests;on
tlie African members of ECOSOC and the UM)P Governing Council*
^ -

76*

Of. greater,irmediateimiX5rtance are the recommendations to existing

institutions iuch as the World Bank Group and UNDP to introduce greater flexi
bility into their procedures and operational criteria and to.modify the terms
and conditions ofcfcheir financial and technical assistance so Vas to be better
e^pped-tomietjthea-urgent needs of the least developed countries. In parti
cular^ IM)P was requested to give high priority to an immediate revision of the
criteria-0 present used for the allocation of UOTP resources$ while the World
P3*^ GrouP wa? requested to-examine^ urgently9 ways and means of increasing:

the.share ;of thev least developed countries in the total allocation of resources♦
Similarly8 the Conference recommended that IDA should be enabled to devote an
increased amoijint of its resources to these countries*

]

;

:^

i

Vv

re?<j)luti03i^ recognized that there was a need to extend the general

commercial policy measures by introducing supplementary special measures in

this field in |[favour; of the least developed countries* It contained some •
strategic concessions in respect of special quota allocations and exemption from quota restrictions in commodity agreements and elimination of other nontariff farriers affectingvthe trade in processed and,,semi-processed products
of the least developed countries; The Conference also recommended that special
attention should be given .to promoting the non-traditional exports of the

least developed countries by: the application of9 as far as-feasible • promotional

freight ratesj

7&V

Tliei..i^SGjlution on land-locked countries recommended special assistance

for building i4p their infrastructure, which included, a series of measures to

improve and; fapi lit ate transport and communications,,

The Conference could

'^y

not agree upon; the establishment of a special fund to subsidize the additional
transport costs of land-locked developing countries* It recommended9 however,
that BCpSpC should study the desirability and ways and means of establishing
such a fund anji^report to -the XXVIII sessior of the General Assembly,
■.
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79«
Shippingj questions aroused considerable interest..jLn African countries
after independence o They were the subject of particular concern, but very
little was known about the real nature of the problems involved*

r:

80« The first session of UHCTAD provided the first opportunity for >the
economipasppcts of shipping, to be considered in a worldwide forum! The

-

S Be^oft^opted^^er; of resolutions, the main >4>se™whS

fB|f°1^: ^information on questions raised. It was requested that
the studies which had teen initiated by the first Conference should be more

^T

^ third-eBSi?».■«• therefore to constitute a starting

ia :^llibei> <**reas i« which adequate preparatory work »

'

Xfc ? 'heSe« the **««» MiniJteriafleeting made
ti°n °f a Code of conduct for ***** oon-

maritime transport costs, technological

1 ah±^ facial assistance fofthe
a eood example of the time, ■

ff

to prepare proposals for action.

/ "■"*£ effet
f ' t1
increased significantly.

Though this' '

ing^en
^ the

This is clearly *he::third session, which unanimously agreed on •

hhadmet:with strong objections only^ few

"f*** 'f"S****** fre^ »*e., economic o'

lsss

ts

deveiopment ~*

L.
Transfer of technolnxry

-iS °ne !f the l6SS well-kn°™ aspects of the external relations

ion had broadened considerably a? the start'of%he
f *? C?tf*ieaM ^ly recogniZed the importance

t0 developing countries on acceptable conditions but

±nly °n the ^i^ictional aspects S the
o

e
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It adopted' unanimously a comprehensive programme of work id*hin.DNC!PAI),'"--v?aiV
third session therefore had before it important substantive studies to assist
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it in its task of providing the developing countries: with easier, wider and more

*

85.

*

rapid access to modern technology0

The Action Programme adopted by the African Ministerial Meeting covered

a number of aspects concerning the adaptation$ and choice of appropriat e tech-nology, as well as the special requirements of African countries in respect of
infrastructure and skilled manpower« At present African countries in many
instances lack even the basic information for guiding them in their decisions
in the field of technology. This has been reflected in purchases by African

countries of inappropriate technologies, often at exceesive costs and under ;

highly onerous conditionso

It is therefore of crucial importance for African

countries that they obtain technology, appropriate to their resources

and their-social conditions«..'

86.

'

w
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endowmeifts

> ©le^resolution adopted T^ the third session of the Conference reflected

to some extent-this African preoccupation.
Its own substantive parts placed
great emphasis on^ the development of the educational and training systems of "
developing countries, and on measures for improving their scientific and
:

technological infrastructureV
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87© The ;third session of UNCTAD was the first global, international meeting -;
on trade aM development since the United Nations General* Assembly" adopted
the International Development Strategy for-the Second United Nations Develop- ;

ment Decaden

It could have "been the occasion for reaffirming and giving a new

impetus to international co-operation for development ©■

880

Altogether

•

47 resolutions were adopted "by the third Conference*

About

one-third of these resolutions were carried almost entirely on the votes of the

developing countrd.es even though their initial proposals for specific and

:

bindingdecisions had all "been heavily watered down in the course of the Cori- J
ference negotiations. Nearly half of the resolutionsadopted without a vote
were the subject of important reservations "by a number of developed countries*

'
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89© \'However$ the Conference was not the total failure that it has on occasion

j

"been made put to be©

Its most important achievement was the concensus wnich

emerged out of, t^e discussions^5 to the effect that the developing countries
should pa^icipafte more fully in^international decision-making on monetary

and trade quesjio,nsa

j
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Developing countries may have assured themselves a position^

whic& they did not enjoy "befores in future negotiations on monetary reform^

]

'

|

while ih_ respect of trade they obtained some greater leverage with regard
r'
to multilateral negotiabions« A major step forward was registered in respect

!
!

of conimitments tp; special measures for the least developed and the land-locked

countries. Despite certain procedural difficulties^ important progress was : -:
also made in working out a "code of conduct/1 for'maritime transport j while the
resolution^ on the transfer of technology provides the basis for expanded activi

ties in thie fie Id, . .. ■.
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Hardly any progress was made in the vitally important- fields of primary

commodities and. .finanoingo

Tliesfe two questions- were among the most significant

topics discussed at the Conference.9 "being of fundamental importaiice to African coun
tries* The discussions were generally characterized "by profound disagreement bet
ween developed- and devel oping countries on. the kind of measures and programmes
of action needed, tc^.deal with, these issues^ jand it; was not possible to compose
the differences*
'
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There, are many reasons for this*

Many of the problems to be dealt with at: the

Conference were heavily loaded with far-reaching economic and political implica
tions^ Important developed countries were unwilling to make their positions
knowns let alone commit themselves to specific cpurses of acti6n9 on the •pretext

^at negotiations aimed at establishing a new world trade and payments system^were
it to start shortly. Howeverv it would be misleading to attribxite the main;
isponsibility to this» B^en recognizing its importancev the developed coun
tries could have gone much further than^tlie limited results of the third Coh

erence in meeting the legitimate aspirations of the developing countries*

Had

Jhere been political wi 11 z these factors would not have placed serious obstacles
in the way of constructive achievement a« The fundamental factor which hampered
progress at the third Conference was that the developed countries continued

to consider9 as they had done at the first and the second Conferencet development
problems as marginal to their own specific problems«,

!
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™An«?CVafi.now de^ad on the follow-up action that can De taken loth within
UNCTAD am within other international organizations*

A great responsibility

for ensuring that African interests are taken into-account in such action will
rest on the fifteen African members of the Trade and Development Board* The
nesr institutional arrangements which were approved by the third session of the

Conference^and in particular the provision that the committees will be converted
xnto committees open to the participation of all intersted member Governments,

open up new opportunities for fuller and more effective participation by African

Governments in the work of UNCTAD. Other international institutions and orga
nizations ,. such as ECOSOC, UHDP, IMP and the World Bank, have been requested
to continue the work of the Conference in fields of great importance to African

countries, ^Concerted action is necessary by African members in these other bodies

to ensure that African interests are catered for0

•
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It*. It WaS realized ^ the developing countries at the close of the Conference

that the results called for a reappraisal of the functions aM the machinery of
the Group of 77« The Qroup at the Conference accordingly decided that the
Geneva Group should consider proposals for strengthening co-operation among

the members of the Group, in particular through the establishment of inSu-

tional machinery to ensure maximum impact* The heed for firmer institutional
arrangements+to consolidate the mutual efforts of the developing countries is
not in doubt. During the review of the methods of work of the developing
countries and of their relations with each other inside the Group of 77. it
should, however, be borne in mind that in the final analysis institutions are

almost meaningless unless the Governments are truly determined'to achieve

through such organs the objectives they have set themselves.

'

94» At'a time when the international community is planning its course of action
on trade and finance following the third. Conference, AfricL countries must

+£%

°i

° -Mieir .position, examine their policies in respect of relations with

the. developing and developed countries, and chart out their line of advance.
The+Acxion Programme adopted by the African Ministers at their meeting prior
to the third session of OTCTAD presents a coherent set of measures that should
betaken at regional, national as well as international level* The task heft^
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°f ^ -asux.s in the light of

:her third session of OTCTAD is that the

jiirican countries lies mainly in their own hands,
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basic develotment

lnmfl. . mmdAlong-range solutions,: global agreements on international deve-

vp?^!+TU^- !P6nf °n W°rM econoraic a"d political factors not directly
relevant to.the development efforts of the developing
countries. Africa^
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